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Related Appeals and Interferences

None.

Status of Claims

Claims 22-42 are pending in the present application, each of which are finally

rejected and form the basis for this Appeal. Claims 22-42 stand rejected, under 35

U.S.C. §1 03(a), as being unpatentable over Levi, et al, (U.S. Patent No. 8,804,778} in

view of Gary, et al. (U.S. Patent No. 5,699,509). Claims 22-42, including all

amendments to the claims, are attached in the Claims Appendix. The rejection of claims

22-42 is appealed.

Status of Amendments

The claims set out in the Claims Appendix include all entered amendments. No

amendment has been filed subsequent to the final rejection.

Claim 22 Specification Reference

A method of differentially updating an image of

stored data in a mobile terminal from a first

data version to an updated data version, the

method comprising the steps of:

Throughout the specification,

including: page 3, lines 10-15

detecting whether the image of stored data in a

flash memory of the mobile terminal includes

one or more corrupted memory blocks having

stored therein data that is inconsistent with the

first data version;

Throughout the specification,

including: page 3, lines 18-22

receiving dedicated differential update

instructions, wherein;

Throughout the specification,

including: page 8, lines 18-18

the dedicated differential update instructions

comprise differential update instructions used

to generate the updated data version and
different s .

"
1

i , lions used to repair

Throughout the specification,

including: page 9, lines 20-31
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the data that is inconsistent with the first data

version, and

the dedicated differentia! update

instructions are generated in response to

detecting the image of stored data in the flash

memory of the mohile termina! includes one or

more corrupted memory blocks having stored

therein data that is inconsistent with the first

data version; and

Throughout the specification,

including: page 22, lines 4-12

loading the dedicated differentia! update

instructions into the flash memory of the mobile

terminal;

Throughout the specification, including

page 22, lines 15-19

repairing, when generating the updated

data version, any such detected corrupted

memory block; wherein the image of stored

data in the flash memory is updated in-place

such that data of the first data version is

reused and reorganized to generate the

updated data version.

Throughout the specification,

including: page 9, lines 7-12

Claim 23 Specification Reference

The method according to claim 22,

further comprising generating the differential

update instructions based on information about

detected corrupted memory blocks, if any.

Throughout the specification,

including: page 22, lines 4-12

Claim 37 Specification Reference

A mobile terminal comprising: Throughout the specification,

including: page 8, line 14

a flash memory for storing an

image of data;

Throughout the specification,

including: page 8, line 15

communications means adapted to

receive from a data processing system

dedicated differential update instructions for

updating the image of data stored in the flash

memory from a first data version to an updated

data version;

Throughout the specification,

including: page 8, lines 16-18

processing means adapted to generate

the updated data version from the image of the

eo dedicated

Throughout the specification,

including: page 8, lines 19-20
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differential update instructions, wherein the

prof '
j

- i er adapt*

generate information from the image of

the stored data indicative of the presence of

one or more corrupted memory blocks having

stored therein data that is inconsistent with the

first data version;

Throughout the specification,

including: page 9, lines 20-31

communicate the generated information

via the communications means to the data

processing system for generating the

dedicated differential update instructions,

wherein

Throughout the specification,

including: page 8, lines 24-26

the dedicated differentia! update

instructions comprise differential update

instructions used to generate the updated data

version and differential update instructions

used to repair the data that is inconsistent with

the first data version, and

Throughout the specification,

including: page 9, lines 20-31

the dedicated differential update

instructions are generated in response to the

data processing system receiving the

information from the image of stored data

indicative of the presence of one or more
corrupted memory blocks having stored therein

data that is inconsistent with the first data

version; and

Throughout the specification,

including: page 22, lines 4-12

repair any such detected corrupted

memory block; wherein the image of stored

data in the flash memory is updated in-place

such that data of the first data version is

reused and reorganized to generate the

updated data version.

Throughout the specification,

including: page 9, lines 7-12

Claim 38 Specification Reference

A data processing system for facilitating

differentially updating an image of stored data

in a mobile terminal from a first data version to

an updated data version, the data processing

system comprising:

Throughout the specification,

including: page 8, line 28 - page 9,

line 2

means for loading dedicated differential

update instructions into a flash memory of the

mobile terminal, the dedicated differential

update instructions causing a processor of the

mobile terminal to generate the updated data

versioi *
I e of stored data and

Throughout the specification,

including: page 8, line 30 - page 9,

line 2.
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the loaded dedicated differentia! update

ictions;

the data processing system further

comprising:

Throughout the specification,

including: page 8, line 28 - page 9,

Sine 2

means for receiving information from the

mobile terminal indicative of the presence of

one or more corrupted memory blocks wherein

the image of stored data is inconsistent with

the first data version; and

Throughout the specification,

including: page 9, lines 4-6

processing means adapted to generate

the dedicated differential update instructions

from the first and updated data versions and
from received information, wherein

Throughout the specification,

including: page 9, lines 7-9

XI e den ' \\ \e\ ,!
I update

instructions comprise differential update

instructions used to generate the updated data

version and differential update instructions

used to repair the data that is inconsistent with

the first data version, and

Throughout the specification,

including: page 9, lines 20-31

the dedicated differential update

instructions are generated in response to

receiving information from the mobile terminal

indicating that the image of stored data in the

flash memory includes one or more corrupted

memory blocks having stored therein data that

is inconsistent with the first data version; and

Throughout the specification,

including: page 22, lines 4-12

wherein the differentia! update

instructions used to repair the data that is

inconsistent with the first data version are

adapted to cause the processor of the mobile

terminal to repair any such detected corrupted

memory block; wherein the image of stored

data in the flash memory of the mobile terminal

is updated in-piace such that data of the first

data version is reused and reorganized to

generate the updated data version.

Throughout the specification,

including: page 9, lines 7-12

Claim 39 Specification Reference

A computer program comprising

program code means embodied on a computer

readable medium to be loaded into a flash

memory means and executed by a processor

means and adapted to cause a mobile terminal

to differentially update an image of stored data

Throughout the specification,

including: page 9, lines 14-18
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in the flash memory of the mobile terminal from

a first data version to an updated data version

by performing the following steps, when the

computer program is executed by the

processor means on the mobiie terminal:

generating information from the image
of stored data indicative of the presence of one
or more corrupted memory blocks having

stored therein data that is inconsistent with a

first data version;

Throughout the specification,

including: page 9, lines 19-23

loading dedicated differentia! update

instructions into the processor of the mobile

e ninai, wherein

Throughout the specification,

including: page 9, lines 27-28

the dedicated differentia! update

instructions comprise differential update

instructions used to generate the updated data

version and differential update instructions

used to repair the data that is inconsistent with

the first data version, and

Throughout the specification,

including: page 9, lines 20-31

the dedicated differentia! update

instructions are generated in response to the

information from the image of stored data

indicative of the presence of one or more
corrupted memory biocks having stored therein

data that is inconsistent with the first data

version; and

Throughout the specification,

including: page 22, lines 4-12

generating the updated data version by

the processor of the mobiie terminal from the

stored data and the loaded dedicated

differentia! update instructions, including

repairing any such detected corrupted memory
block; wherein the image of stored data in the

flash memory of the mobile terminal is updated

in-p!ace such that data of the first data version

is reused and reorganized to generate the

updated data version.

Throughout the specification,

including: page 9, lines 7-12

Claim 40 Specification Reference

A computer program comprising

program code means embodied on a computer

readable medium to be loaded into a memory
means and executed by a processor means
and adapted to cause a data processing

system to facilitate differentially updating an

image of stored data in a flash memory of a

Throughout the specification,

including: page 9, lines 14-18
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mobile terminal from a first data version to an

updated data version by performing the

following steps, when the computer program is

executed by the processor on the data

processing system:

generating dedicated differential update

instructions from the first and updated data

versions and from information received from

the mobile terminal, wherein the received

information is indicative of the presence of one
or more corrupted memory blocks having

stored therein data that is inconsistent with the

first data version, wherein

Throughout the specification,

including: page 9, lines 7-12

the dedicated differentia! update

instructions comprise differential update

instructions used to generate the updated data

version and differential update instructions

used to repair the data that is inconsistent with

the first data version, and

Throughout the specification,

including: page 22, lines 4-12

the dedicated differential update

instructions are generated in response to

receiving the received information; and

Throughout the specification,

including: page 22, lines 4-12

loading the generated dedicated

differential update instructions into the Hash

memory of the mobile terminal, the dedicated

differentia! update instructions causing the

processor of the mobile terminal to generate

the updated data version from the stored data

and the loaded dedicated differential update

instructions, wherein the image of stored data

in the flash memory of the mobile terminal is

updated in-place such that data of the first data

version is reused and reorganized to generate

the updated data version.

Throughout the specification,

including: page 9, lines 27-28

The specification references listed above are provided solely to comply with the

USPTO's current regulations regarding appeal briefs. The use of such references

should not be interpreted to limit the scope of the daims to such references, nor to limit

the scope of the claimed invention in any manner.
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Grounds of Rejection to be Reviewed on Appeal

The rejection of claims 22-42 under 35 U.S.C. § 103(a) as being unpatentable over U.S.

Patent 8,804,778 ("Levi") and U.S. Patent 5,689,509 ("Gary") is to be reviewed on

appeal.

Argument

The rejection of claims 22-42 under 35 U.S.C. § 103(a) as being unpatentable over Levi

and Gary should be reversed

In the Final Office Action dated February 4, 2011 ("Final Office Action"),

Examiner rejected claims 22-42 under 35 U.S.C. § 103(a) as being unpatentable over

Levi and Gary. While not conceding that the references qualify as prior art, but instead

to expedite prosecution, Appellant has chosen to respectfully disagree and shows that

the rejection in the Final Office Action is in clear error. Appellant reserves the right, for

example, in a continuing application, to establish that the cited references, or other

references cited now or hereafter, do not qualify as prior art as to an invention

embodiment previously, currently, or subsequently claimed.

Appellant respectfully submits that claims 22-42 are patentable at least because

Levi and Gary, taken alone or in any permissible combination, fail to disclose, teach, or

even suggest the elements of the independent claims, as discussed herein.

A. Independent claim 22

For example, Levi and Gary, taken alone or in any permissible combination, fail

to disclose, teach, or even suggest "receiving dedicated differential update instructions,

wherein the dedicated differential update instructions comprise differential update

instructions used to generate the updated data version and differential update

instructions used to repair the data that is inconsistent with the first data version," as

recited in independent claim 22.
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The aforementioned element of independent claim 22 explicitly recites that the

"dedicated differential update instructions" comprise two types of "differential update

instructions": (1) "differential update instructions used to generate the updated data

version" and (2) "differentia! update instructions used to repair the data that is

inconsistent with the first data version." In support of the rejection, Examiner cites

various passages of Levi (col. 2, lines 38-59; col. 3
:
lines 43-55; col. 4, lines 24-61; and

col. 12, lines 47-83) as allegedly disclosing the aforementioned claim element.

Appellant will address each cited passage of Levi in turn:

Col. 2, lines 38-59 of Levi discusses:

An aspect of some preferred embodiments of the invention relate to data redress by an
output monitor, in a preferred embodiment of the invention, a copy of some or all of the

data which can be transmitted is stored at a secure location. When data is proscribed

from being transmitted, for example for reason of it being tampered, the output monitor

obtains a "dean" copy of the data from the secure location and transmits the clean data

instead. In some cases the clean data may be more limited than the original data, for

example a message which indicates that data is not being transmitted. Alternatively,

proscribed data is not transmitted, so that transmitted WWW pages contain blank areas.

Alternatively, a standard message is transmitted, to fill in the blank areas. Alternatively or

additionally, the transmitted WWW page is modified so that the page appears not to be
missing data and/or so that the distortion of the page is minimized. Alternatively, the

altered data is allowed to go out, with an additional message, for example, to warn the

user of possible corruption. An example of such a message is a disclaimer of warranty

for the content of the data. Another example of a message is a warning that the data

may be incorrect.

In other words, this particular passage of Levi merely discusses "data redress by an

output monitor." According to the passage of Levi, a substitute "clean copy" is sent, a

"modified" copy is sent, or the "altered data" is sent, along with a notice that the data

has been altered. However, nothing in the cited passage discloses, teaches, or even

suggests anything that can be fairly analogized to receiving different types of

instructions, much less receiving "dedicated differential update Instructions that further

include "differential update instructions used to generate the updated data version" and

"differential update instructions used to repair the data that is inconsistent with the first

data version."

Col. 3, lines 45-55 of Levi discusses:

Alternatively or additionally, transmitting said data comprises not transmitting said data if

said quality is not assured. Alternatively or additionally, said transmitting said data

comprises transmitting said data if said data does not require quality assurance.

Alternatively or additionally, the method comprises redressing said data if said quality

assurance fails. Preferably, redressing comprises replacing saio di £ d data
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Preferably, said verified data is a copy of the data which was to be obtained by said data

provider. Alternatively said verified data is not up-to-date copy of the data which was to

be obtained by said data provider.

in other words, this passage of Levi merely discusses different ways of "transmitting

data," "redressing said data," and repiaying data with "verified data." However, nothing

in the cited passage discloses, teaches, or even suggests anything that can be fairly

analogized to different types of instructions , much iess "dedicated differential update

instructions " that further include "differential update instructions used to generate the

updated data version" and "differential update instructions used to repair the data that is

inconsistent with the first data version."

Col. 4, lines 24-61 of Levi discusses:

At most, the cited passage merely describes the transmission of data to correct

corrupted data. However, nothing in the cited passage discloses, teaches or even

suggests anything about the transmission or receipt of different type of instructions ,
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much less "dedicated differential update instructions " that further include "differential

update instructions used to generate the updated data version" and "differential update

instructions used to repair the data that is inconsistent with the first data version." There

is a marked difference between the transmission of data to correct corrupted data and

the transmission of instructions "used to generate the updated data version" and

instructions "used to repair the data that is inconsistent with the first data version."

Col. 12, lines 47-63 of Levi discusses:

In a preferred embodiment of the invention, the backup data is a copy of the original data,

maintained at a secure location which is accessible only, or mainly, by the output monitor.

Thus, there is a greater probability that the backup data is not tainted. Possibly, the

backup data is encrypted or stamped with a digital signature. Possibly, a copy of ail the

data is maintained, in one example, only data which is susceptible to corruption is

maintained in copy. In another example, only data which must be available is maintained

as a copy. Possibly, if data corruption is detected, a copy of the data is used to replace

the site database, possibly automatically.

At most, the cited passage mereiy discusses aspects of Levi's backup data. Nothing in

the cited passage discloses, teaches or even suggests anything about receiving

different type of instructions, much less receiving "dedicated differential update

instructions" that further include "differentia! update instructions used to generate the

updated data version" and "differentia! update instructions used to repair the data that is

inconsistent with the first data version."

Regarding claim 23, nothing in Levi and Gary, taken alone or in any permissible

combination, discloses, teaches, or even suggests "generating the differentia! update

instructions based on information about detected corrupted memory blocks, if any." As

previously discussed, nothing in the cited references discusses anything about

"differential update instructions," much less generating such instructions "based on

information about detected corrupted memory blocks."

In the "Response to Arguments" section of the Final Office Action, Examiner

asserts that "because there is no differentiating language separating the updating data

version and what is effectively the repaired first version, the examine {sic} does not

believe the amendments presented fully overcome the cited prior art." Applicant

respectfully disagrees. In fact, the claims explicitly distinguish between "a first data

version" and "an updated data version." See, preamble, claim 22 ("updating an image

of stored data in a mobile terminal from a first data version to an updated data version").
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Thus, something that is "effectively the repaired first version" is expressly distinguished

from "an updated data version" since the "first version" (repaired or not) is updated to

"an updated data version," according to the present claims.

Examiner issued an Advisory Action dated May 12, 2011 ("Advisory Action") that

maintains the rejection. Examiner states that "Applicant argues Levi fails to disclose the

two components of 'differentia! updates' one used to 'generate the updated data

version' and one used to 'repair data that is inconsistent' however the claimed language

does not necessarily individualize these components. Because they are not defined

individually, data which repairs an inconsistent version also generates data updated

data as the previous data was detected as corrupt and in need of update." Appellant

respectfully submits that Examiner's rationale for maintaining the rejection is in error.

As an initial matter, Appellant respectfully submits that independent claim 22

does not recite "differential updates" as asserted by Examiner, but in fact, independent

claim 22 recites "dedicated differentia! update instructions " which comprises "differentia!

update instructions used to generate the updated data version" and "differentia! update

instructions used to repair the data that is inconsistent with the first data version." There

is a marked difference between sending "dean" or "modified" data, as discussed in Levi

and receiving "dedicated differential update instructions " which comprises "differentia!

update instructions used to generate the updated data version" and "differential update

instructions used to repair the data that is inconsistent with the first data version."

Furthermore, even if Levi's "clean" or "modified" data could be analogized to the

claimed
"
instructions " (a point that Appellant does not concede), Appellant disagrees

with Examiner's assertion that the claimed language "does not necessarily individualize

these components." Actuaiiy, the claimed language of claim 22 explicitly recites that the

claimed "dedicated differentia! update instructions" comprises "differential update

instructions used to generate the updated data version" and "differentia! update

instructions used to repair the data that is inconsistent with the first data version," which

are clearly two types of differential update instructions.

Thus, for at least these reasons, independent claim 22 (and a!! claims dependent

therefrom) are patentable over Levi and Gary, taken alone or in any permissible

combination. Appellant respectfully requests that the rejection be reversed.
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B. Independent CSaim 37

For example, Levi and Gary, taken aione or in any permissible combination, fail

to disclose, teach, or even suggest "wherein the dedicated differential update

instructions comprise differentia! update instructions used to generate the updated data

version and differentia! update instructions used to repair the data that is inconsistent

with the first data version," as recited in independent claim 37.

The aforementioned element of independent claim 37 explicitly recites that the

"dedicated differential update instructions" comprise two types of "differential update

instructions": (1) "differentia! update instructions used to generate the updated data

version" and (2) "differential update instructions used to repair the data that is

inconsistent with the first data version." !n support of the rejection, Examiner cites

various passages of Levi (col. 2, Sines 38-59; col. 3, lines 43-55; col. 4, lines 24-61; and

col. 12, !ines 47-63) as allegedly disclosing the aforementioned claim element.

Appellant will address each cited passage of Levi in turn:

Col. 2, lines 38-59 of Levi discusses:

An aspect of some preferred embodiments of the invention relate to data redress by an
output monitor. In a preferred embodiment of the invention, a copy of some or all of the

data which can be transmitted is stored at a secure location. When data is proscribed

from being transmitted, for example for reason of it being tampered, the output monitor

obtains a "clean" copy of the data from the secure location and transmits the clean data

instead. In some cases the clean data may be more limited than the original data, for

example a message which indicates that data is not being transmitted. Alternatively,

proscribed data is not transmitted, so that transmitted WWW pages contain blank areas.

Alternatively, a standard message is transmitted, to fill in the blank areas. Alternatively or

additionally, the transmitted WWW page is modified so that the page appears not to be

missing data and/or so that the distortion of the page is minimized. Alternatively, the

altered data is allowed to go out, with an additional message, for example, to warn the

user of possible corruption. An example of such a message is a disclaimer of warranty

for the content of the data. Another example of a message is a warning that the data

may be incorrect

In other words, this particular passage of Levi merely discusses "data redress by an

output monitor" According to the passage of Levi, a substitute "clean copy" is sent, a

"modified" copy is sent, or the "altered data" is sent, along with a notice that the data

has been altered. However, nothing in the cited passage discloses, teaches, or even

suggests anything that can be fairly analogized to receiving different types of
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instructions, much less receiving "dedicated differentia! update instructions " that further

include "differentia! update instructions used to generate the updated data version" and

"differential update instructions used to repair the data that is inconsistent with the first

data version,"

Col. 3, lines 45-55 of Levi discusses:

Alternatively or additionally, transmitting said data comprises not transmitting said data if

said quality is not assured. Alternatively or additionally, said transmitting said data

comprises transmitting said data if said data does not require quality assurance.

Alternatively or additionally, the method comprises redressing said data if said quality

assurance fails. Preferably, redressing comprises replacing said data with verified data.

Preferably, said verified data Is a copy of the data which was to be obtained by said data

provider. Alternatively said verified data is not up-to-date copy of the data which was to

be obtained by said data provider.

In other words, this passage of Levi merely discusses different ways of "transmitting

data," "redressing said data," and replaying data with "verified data." However, nothing

in the cited passage discloses, teaches, or even suggests anything that can be fairly

analogized to different types of instructions , much less "dedicated differential update

instructions " that further include "differentia! update instructions used to generate the

updated data version" and "differential update instructions used to repair the data that is

inconsistent with the first data version."

Col. 4, lines 24-61 of Levi discusses:
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At most, the cited passage merely describes the transmission of data to correct

corrupted data. However, nothing in the cited passage discloses, teaches or even

suggests anything about the transmission or receipt of different type of instructions ,

much less "dedicated differential update instructions " that further include "differential

update instructions used to generate the updated data version" and "differentia! update

instructions used to repair the data that is inconsistent with the first data version." There

is a marked difference between the transmission of data to corrected corrupted data

and the receipt of Instructions "used to generate the updated data version" and

instructions "used to repair the data that is inconsistent with the first data version."

Col. 12, lines 47-63 of Levi discusses:

In a preferred embodiment of the invention, the backup data is a copy of the original data,

maintained at a secure location which is accessible only, or mainly, by the output monitor.

Thus, there is a greater probability that the backup data is not tainted. Possibly, the

backup data is encrypted or stamped with a digital signature. Possibly, a copy of ail the

data is maintained. In one example, only data which is susceptible to corruption is

maintained in copy. In another example, only data which must be available is maintained

as a copy. Possibly, if data corruption is detected, a copy of the data is used to replace

the site database, possibly automatically.

At most, the cited passage merely discusses aspects of Levi's backup data. Nothing in

the cited passage discloses, teaches or even suggests anything about different type of

instructions, much less "dedicated differential update instructions" that further include

"differential update instructions used to generate the updated data version" and

"differentia! update instructions used to repair the data that is inconsistent with the first

data version."

In the "Response to Arguments" section of the Final Office Action, Examiner

asserts that "because there is no differentiating language separating the updating data

version and what is effectively the repaired first version, the examine (sic) does not

believe the amendments presented fully overcome the cited prior art." Applicant

respectfully disagrees. In fact, the claims explicitly distinguish between "a first data
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version" and "an updated data version." See, claim 37 ("updating an image of stored

data in the flash memory from a first data version to an updated data version"). Thus,

something that is "effectively the repaired first version" is expressly distinguished from

"an updated data version" since the "first version" (repaired or not) is updated to "an

updated data version," according to the present claims.

Examiner issued an Advisory Action dated May 12, 2011 ("Advisory Action") that

maintains the rejection. Examiner states that "Applicant argues Levi fails to disclose the

two components of 'differential updates' one used to 'generate the updated data

version' and one used to 'repair data that is inconsistent' however the claimed language

does not necessarily individualize these components. Because they are not defined

individually, data which repairs an inconsistent version also generates data updated

data as the previous data was detected as corrupt and in need of update." Appellant

respectfully submits that Examiner's rationale for maintaining the rejection is in error.

As an initial matter, Appellant respectfully submits that independent claim 37

does not recite "differential updates" as asserted by Examiner, but in fact, independent

claim 37 recites "dedicated differential update instructions" which comprises "differential

update Instructions used to generate the updated data version" and "differential update

instructions used to repair the data that is inconsistent with the first data version." There

is a marked difference between sending "clean" or "modified" data, as discussed in Levi

and "dedicated differentia! update instructions" which comprises "differential update

instructions used to generate the updated data version" and "differentia! update

instructions used to repair the data that is inconsistent with the first data version."

Furthermore, even if Levi's "dean" or "modified" data could be analogized to the

claimed
"
instructions " (a point that Appellant does not concede), Appellant disagrees

with Examiner's assertion that the claimed language "does not necessarily individualize

these components." Actually, the claimed language of claim 37 explicitly recites that the

claimed "dedicated differential update instructions" comprises "differentia! update

instructions used to generate the updated data version" and "differentia! update

instructions used to repair the data that is inconsistent with the first data version," which

are dearly two types of differential update instructions.
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Thus, for at least these reasons, independent claim 37 are patentable over Levi

and Gary, taken alone or in any permissible combination. Appellant respectfully

requests that the rejection be reversed.

C. Independent Claim 38

For example, Levi and Gary, taken alone or in any permissible combination, fail

to disclose, teach, or even suggest "wherein the dedicated differential update

instructions comprise differentia! update instructions used to generate the updated data

version and differential update instructions used to repair the data that is inconsistent

with the first data version," as recited in independent claim 38.

The aforementioned element of independent claim 38 explicitly recites that the

"dedicated differential update instructions" comprise two types of "differential update

instructions": (1) "differential update instructions used to generate the updated data

version" and (2) "differential update instructions used to repair the data that is

inconsistent with the first data version." In support of the rejection, Examiner cites

various passages of Levi (col. 2, lines 38-59; coi. 3, lines 43-55; col. 4, lines 24-61; and

col. 12, lines 47-63) as allegedly disclosing the aforementioned claim element.

Appellant will address each cited passage of Levi in turn:

Coi. 2, lines 38-59 of Levi discusses:

An aspect of some preferred embodiments of the invention relate to data redress by an
output monitor, in a preferred embodiment of the invention, a copy of some or ail of the

data which can be transmitted is stored at a secure location. When data is proscribed

from being transmitted, for example for reason of it being tampered, the output monitor

obtains a "dean" copy of the data from the secure location and transmits the dean data

instead. In some cases the clean data may be more limited than the original data, for

example a message which indicates that data is not being transmitted. Alternatively,

< 'Qed data is not transmitted, so that transmitted WWW pages contain blank areas.

Alternatively, a standard message is transmitted, to fill in the blank areas. Alternatively or

additionally, the transmitted WWW page is modified so that the page appears not to be
missing data and/or so that the distortion of the page is minimized. Alternatively, the

altered data is allowed to go out, with an additional message, for example, to warn the

user of possible corruption. An example of such a message is a disclaimer of warranty

for the content of the data. Another example of a message is a warning that the data

may be incorrect.

In other words, this particular passage of Levi merely discusses "data redress by an

output monitor." According to the passage of Levi, a substitute "clean copy" is sent, a
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"modified" copy is sent, or the "altered data" is sent, along with a notice that the data

has been altered. However, nothing in the cited passage discloses, teaches, or even

suggests anything that can be fairly analogized to receiving different types of

instructions , much less receiving "dedicated differential update instructions " that further

include "differential update instructions used to generate the updated data version" and

"differential update instructions used to repair the data that is inconsistent with the first

data version."

Col. 3, lines 45-55 of Levi discusses:

Alternatively or additionally, transmitting said data comprises not transmitting said data if

said quality is not assured. Alternatively or additionally, said transmitting said data

comprises transmitting said data if said data does not require quality assurance.

Alternatively or additionally, the method comprises redressing said data if said quality-

assurance fails. Preferably, redressing comprises replacing said data with verified data.

Preferably, said verified data is a copy of the data which was to be obtained by said data

provider. Alternatively said verified data is not up-to-date copy of the data which was to

be obtained by said data provider.

In other words, this passage of Levi merely discusses different ways of "transmitting

data," "redressing said data," and replaying data with "verified data." However, nothing

in the cited passage discloses, teaches, or even suggests anything that can be fairly

analogized to different types of Instructions , much less "dedicated differential update

instructions" that further include "differential update instructions used to generate the

updated data version" and "differential update instructions used to repair the data that is

inconsistent with the first data version."

Col. 4, lines 24-61 of Levi discusses:
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At most, the cited passage merely describes the transmission of data to correct

corrupted data. However, nothing in the cited passage discloses, teaches or even

suggests anything about the transmission or receipt of different types of instructions
,

much less "dedicated differential update instructions " that further include "differential

update instructions used to generate the updated data version" and "differential update

instructions used to repair the data that is inconsistent with the first data version." There

is a marked difference between the transmission of data to correct corrupted data and

the transmission of instructions "used to generate the updated data version" and

instructions "used to repair the data that is inconsistent with the first data version."

Col. 12, lines 47-63 of Levi discusses:

In a preferred embodiment of the invention, the backup data is a copy of the original data,

maintained at a secure location which is accessible only, or mainly, by the output monitor.

Thus, there is a greater probability thai the backup data is not tainted. Possibly, the

backup data is encrypted or stamped with a digital signature. Possibly, a copy of ail the

data is maintained. In one example, only data which is susceptible to corruption is

maintained in copy. In another example, only data which must be > >

as a copy. Possibly, if data corruption is detected, a copy of the data is used to replace

the site database, possibly automatically.

At most, the cited passage merely discusses aspects of Levi's backup data. Nothing in

the cited passage discloses, teaches or even suggests anything about different type of

instructions, much less "dedicated differential update instructions" that further include

"differential update instructions used to generate the updated data version" and

"differential update instructions used to repair the data that is inconsistent with the first

data version."

In the "Response to Arguments" section of the Final Office Action, Examiner

asserts that "because there is no differentiating language separating the updating data
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version and what is effectively the repaired first version, the examine {sic} does not

believe the amendments presented fully overcome the cited prior art," Applicant

respectfully disagrees. In fact, the claims explicitly distinguish between "a first data

version" and "an updated data version." See, claim 38 ("updating an image of stored

data in a mobile terminal from a first data version to an updated data version"). Thus,

something that is "effectively the repaired first version" is expressly distinguished from

"an updated data version" since the "first version" (repaired or not) is updated to "an

updated data version," according to the present claims.

Examiner issued an Advisory Action dated May 12, 2011 ("Advisory Action") that

maintains the rejection. Examiner states that "Applicant argues Levi fails to disclose the

two components of 'differential updates' one used to 'generate the updated data

version' and one used to 'repair data that is inconsistent' however the claimed language

does not necessarily individualize these components. Because they are not defined

individually, data which repairs an inconsistent version also generates data updated

data as the previous data was detected as corrupt and in need of update." Appellant

respectfully submits that Examiner's rationale for maintaining the rejection is in error.

As an initial matter, Appellant respectfully submits that independent claim 38

does not recite "differentia! updates" as asserted by Examiner, but in fact, independent

claim 38 recites "dedicated differential update instructions " which comprises "differentia!

update instructions used to generate the updated data version" and "differentia! update

instructions used to repair the data that is inconsistent with the first data version." There

is a marked difference between sending "clean" or "modified" data , as discussed in Levi

and "dedicated differentia! update instructions" which comprises "differential update

instructions used to generate the updated data version" and "differentia! update

instructions used to repair the data that is inconsistent with the first data version."

Furthermore, even if Levi's "clean" or "modified" data could be analogized to the

claimed
"
instructions " (a point that Appellant does not concede), Appellant disagrees

with Examiner's assertion that the claimed language "does not necessarily individualize

these components." Actually, the claimed language of claim 38 explicitly recites that the

claimed "dedicated differentia! update instructions" comprises "differential update

instructions used to generate the updated data version" and "differentia! update
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instructions used to repair the data that is inconsistent with the first data version," which

are clearly two types of differentia! update instructions.

Thus, for at least these reasons, independent claim 38 are patentable over Levi

and Gary, taken alone or in any permissible combination. Appellant respectfully

requests that the rejection be reversed.

D. Independent Claim 39

For example, Levi and Gary, taken alone or in any permissible combination, fail

to disclose, teach, or even suggest "wherein the dedicated differential update

instructions comprise differential update instructions used to generate the updated data

version and differential update instructions used to repair the data that is inconsistent

with the first data version," as recited in independent claim 39.

The aforementioned element of independent claim 39 explicitly recites that the

"dedicated differential update instructions" comprise two types of "differential update

instructions": (1) "differential update instructions used to generate the updated data

version" and (2) "differentia! update instructions used to repair the data that is

inconsistent with the first data version." In support of the rejection, Examiner cites

various passages of Levi (col. 2, lines 38-59; col. 3, lines 43-55; col. 4, lines 24-61; and

col. 12, lines 47-63) as allegedly disclosing the aforementioned claim element.

Appellant will address each cited passage of Levi in turn:

Col. 2, lines 38-59 of Levi discusses:

An aspect of some preferred embodiments of the invention relate to data redress by an
output monitor, in a preferred embodiment of the invention, a copy of some or all of the

data which can be transmitted is stored at a secure location. When data is proscribed

from being transmitted, for example for reason of it being tampered, the output monitor

obtains a "clean" copy of the data from the secure location and transmits the dean data

instead. In some cases the clean data may be more limited than the original data, for

example a message which indicates that data is not being transmitted. Alternatively,

proscribed data is not. transmitted, so that transmitted WWW pages contain blank areas.

Alternatively: a standard message is transmitted, to fill in the blank areas. Alternatively or

> A' 'V page is modified so (hat the pa / tc be
missing data and/or so that the distortion of the page is minimized. Alternatively, the

altered data is allowed to go out, with an additional message, for example, to warn the

user of possible corruption. An example of such a message is a disclaimer of warranty

for the content of the data. Another example of a message is a the data

may be incorrect.
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In other words, this particular passage of Levi merely discusses "data redress by an

output monitor," According to the passage of Levi, a substitute "clean copy" is sent, a

"modified" copy is sent, or the "altered data" is sent, aiong with a notice that the data

has been altered. However, nothing in the cited passage discloses, teaches, or even

suggests anything that can be fairly analogized to receiving different types of

instructions , much less receiving "dedicated differentia! update instructions" that further

include "differential update instructions used to generate the updated data version" and

"differential update instructions used to repair the data that is inconsistent with the first

data version."

Col. 3, lines 45-55 of Levi discusses:

Alternatively or additionally: transmitting said data comprises not transmitting said data if

said quality is not assured. Alternatively or additionally, said transmitting said data

comprises transmitting said data if said data does not require quality assurance.

Alternatively or additionally, the method comprises redressing said data if said quality

assurance fails. Preferably, redressing comprises replacing said data with verified data.

Preferably, said verified data is a copy of the data which was to be obtained by said data

provider. Alternatively said verified data is not up-to-date copy of the data which was to

be obtained by said data provider.

In other words, this passage of Levi merely discusses different ways of "transmitting

data," "redressing said data," and replaying data with "verified data." However, nothing

in the cited passage discloses, teaches, or even suggests anything that can be fairly

analogized to different types of instructions, much less "dedicated differentia! update

instructions " that further include "differentia! update instructions used to generate the

updated data version" and "differential update instructions used to repair the data that is

inconsistent with the first data version."

Col. 4, lines 24-61 of Levi discusses:
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At most, the cited passage merely describes the transmission of data to correct

corrupted data. However, nothing in the cited passage discloses, teaches or even

suggests anything about the transmission or receipt of different types of instructions ,

much less "dedicated differential update instructions" that further include "differential

update instructions used to generate the updated data version" and "differential update

instructions used to repair the data that is inconsistent with the first data version." There

is a marked difference between the transmission of data to correct corrupted data and

the transmission of instructions "used to generate the updated data version" and

instructions "used to repair the data that is inconsistent with the first data version/'

Col. 12, lines 47-63 of Levi discusses:

In a preferred embodiment of the invention, the backup data is a copy of the original data,

maintained at a secure location which is accessible only, or mainly, by the output monitor.

Thus, there is a greater probability that the backup data is not tainted. Possibly, the

backup data is encrypted or stamped with a digital signature. Possibly, a copy of ail the

data is maintained. In one example, only data which is susceptible to corruption is

maintained in copy. In another example, only data which must be available is maintained

as a copy. Possibly, if data corruption is detected, a copy of the data is used to replace

the site database, possibly automatically.

At most, the cited passage merely discusses aspects of Levi's backup data. Nothing in

the cited passage discloses, teaches or even suggests anything about different type of

instructions, much less "dedicated differential update instructions" that further include

"differentia! update instructions used to generate the updated data version" and

"differentia! update instructions used to repair the data that is inconsistent with the first

data version."
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in the "Response to Arguments" section of the Final Office Action, Examiner

asserts that "because there is no differentiating language separating the updating data

version and what is effectively the repaired first version, the examine (sic) does not

believe the amendments presented fuily overcome the cited prior art." Applicant

respectfully disagrees, in fact, the claims explicitly distinguish between "a first data

version" and "an updated data version." See, claim 39 ("update an image of stored data

in a flash memory of the mobile terminal from a first data version to an updated data

version"). Thus, something that is "effectively the repaired first version" is expressly

distinguished from "an updated data version" since the "first version" (repaired or not) is

updated to "an updated data version," according to the present claims.

Examiner issued an Advisory Action dated May 12, 2011 ("Advisory Action") that

maintains the rejection. Examiner states that "Applicant argues Levi fails to disclose the

two components of 'differential updates' one used to 'generate the updated data

version' and one used to 'repair data that is inconsistent' however the claimed language

does not necessarily individualize these components. Because they are not defined

individually, data which repairs an inconsistent version also generates data updated

data as the previous data was detected as corrupt and in need of update." Appellant

respectfully submits that Examiner's rationale for maintaining the rejection is in error.

As an initial matter, Appellant respectfully submits that independent claim 39

does not recite "differentia! updates" as asserted by Examiner, but in fact, independent

claim 39 recites "dedicated differential update instructions " which comprises "differentia!

update instructions used to generate the updated data version" and "differential update

instructions used to repair the data that is inconsistent with the first data version." There

is a marked difference between sending "clean" or "modified" data , as discussed in Levi

and "dedicated differential update instructions" which comprises "differential update

instructions used to generate the updated data version" and "differentia! update

instructions used to repair the data that is inconsistent with the first data version."

Furthermore, even if Levi's "clean" or "modified" data could be analogized to the

claimed
"
instructions " (a point that Appellant does not concede), Appellant disagrees

with Examiner's assertion that the claimed language "does not necessarily individualize

these components." Actually, the claimed language of claim 39 explicitly recites that the
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claimed "dedicated differential update instructions" comprises "differential update

instructions used to generate the updated data version" and "differentia! update

instructions used to repair the data that is inconsistent with the first data version," which

are clearly two types of differentia! update instructions.

Thus, for at least these reasons, independent claim 39 are patentable over Levi

and Gary, taken alone or in any permissible combination. Appellant respectfully

requests that the rejection be reversed.

E. Independent Claim 40

For example, Levi and Gary, taken alone or in any permissible combination, fail

to disclose, teach, or even suggest "wherein the dedicated differentia! update

instructions comprise differentia! update instructions used to generate the updated data

version and differentia! update instructions used to repair the data that is inconsistent

with the first data version," as recited in independent claim 40.

The aforementioned element of independent claim 40 explicitly recites that the

"dedicated differential update instructions" comprise two types of "differential update

instructions": (1) "differential update instructions used to generate the updated data

version" and (2) "differential update instructions used to repair the data that is

inconsistent with the first data version." in support of the rejection, Examiner cites

various passages of Levi (coi. 2, lines 38-59; col. 3, Hnes 43-55; col. 4, lines 24-61; and

col. 12, Sines 47-63) as allegedly disclosing the aforementioned claim element.

Appellant wil! address each cited passage of Levi in turn:

Col. 2, lines 38-59 of Levi discusses:

An aspect of some preferred embodiments of the invention relate to data redress by an
output monitor. In a preferred embodiment of the invention, a copy of some or ail of the

data which can be transmitted is stored at a secure location. When data is proscribed

from being transmitted, for example for reason of it being tampered, the output monitor

obtains a "clean" copy of the data from the secure location and transmits the clean data

instead. In some cases the dean data may be more limited than the original data, for

example a message which indicates that data is not being transmitted. Alternatively,

proscribed data is not transmitted, so that transmitted WWW pages contain blank areas.

Alternatively, a standard message is transmitted, to fill in the blank areas. Alternatively or

additionally, the transmitted WWW page is modified so that the page appears not to be

missing data and/or so that the distortion of the page is minimized. Alternatively, the

altered data is allowed to go out, with an additional message, for example, to warn the

user of possible corruption. An example of such a message is a disclaimer of warranty
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for the content of the data. Another example of a message is a warning thai the data

may be incorrect.

in other words, this particular passage of Levi merely discusses "data redress by an

output monitor." According to the passage of Levi, a substitute "clean copy" is sent, a

"modified" copy is sent, or the "altered data" is sent, along with a notice that the data

has been altered. However, nothing in the cited passage discloses, teaches, or even

suggests anything that can be fairly analogized to receiving different types of

instructions , much less receiving "dedicated differentiai update instructions " that further

include "differentiai update instructions used to generate the updated data version" and

"differential update instructions usecj to repair the data that is inconsistent with the first

data version."

Col. 3, lines 45-55 of Levi discusses:

Alternatively or additionally, transmitting said data comprises not transmitting said data if

said quality is not assured. Alternatively or additionally, said transmitting said data

comprises transmitting said data if said data does not require quality assurance.

Alternatively or additionally, the method comprises redressing said data if said quality

< > ably, redressing comprises replacing said data with verified data.

Preferably, said verified data is a copy of the data which was to be obtained by said data

provider. Alternatively said verified data is not up-to-date copy of the data which was to

be obtained by said data provider:

In other words, this passage of Levi merely discusses different ways of "transmitting

data," "redressing said data," and replaying data with "verified data." However, nothing

in the cited passage discloses, teaches, or even suggests anything that can be fairly

analogized to different types of instructions , much less "dedicated differential update

instructions " that further include "differentia! update instructions used to generate the

updated data version" and "differentia! update instructions used to repair the data that is

inconsistent with the first data version."

Col. 4, lines 24-81 of Levi discusses:
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At most, the cited passage merely describes the transmission of data to correct

corrupted data. However, nothing in the cited passage discloses, teaches or even

suggests anything about the transmission or receipt of different types of instructions,

much less "dedicated differential update jnstructjons " that further include "differentia!

update instructions used to generate the updated data version" and "differential update

instructions used to repair the data that is inconsistent with the first data version." There

is a marked difference between the transmission of data to correct corrupted data and

the transmission of instructions "used to generate the updated data version" and

instructions "used to repair the data that is inconsistent with the first data version."

Col. 12, Sines 47-63 of Levi discusses:

In a preferred embodiment of the invention, the backup data is a copy of the original data,

maintained at a secure location which is accessible only, or mainly, by the output monitor.

Thus, there is a greater probability that the backup data is not tainted. Possibly, the

backup data is encrypted or stamped with a digital signature. Possibly, a copy of ail the

data is maintained. In one example, only data which is susceptible to corruption is

maintained in copy. In another example, only data which must be available is maintained

as a copy. Possibly, if data corruption is detected, a copy of the data is used to replace

ab > ibiy automatically.

At most, the cited passage merely discusses aspects of Levi's backup data. Nothing in

the cited passage discloses, teaches or even suggests anything about different type of

instructions, much less "dedicated differentia! update instructions" that further include

"differential update instructions used to generate the updated data version" and
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"differential update instructions used to repair the data that is inconsistent with the first

data version."

In the "Response to Arguments" section of the Final Office Action, Examiner

asserts that "because there is no differentiating language separating the updating data

version and what is effectively the repaired first version, the examine {sic} does not

believe the amendments presented fully overcome the cited prior art," Applicant

respectfully disagrees. In fact, the claims explicitly distinguish between "a first data

version" and "an updated data version." See, claim 40 ("updating an image of stored

data in a flash memory of a mobile terminal from a first data version to an updated data

version"). Thus, something that is "effectively the repaired first version" is expressly

distinguished from "an updated data version" since the "first version" (repaired or not) is

updated to "an updated data version," according to the present claims.

Examiner issued an Advisory Action dated May 12, 2011 ("Advisory Action") that

maintains the rejection. Examiner states that "Applicant argues Levi fails to disclose the

two components of 'differential updates' one used to 'generate the updated data

version' and one used to 'repair data that is inconsistent' however the claimed language

does not necessarily individualize these components. Because they are not defined

individually, data which repairs an inconsistent version also generates data updated

data as the previous data was detected as corrupt and in need of update." Appellant

respectfully submits that Examiner's rationale for maintaining the rejection is in error.

As an initial matter, Appellant respectfully submits that independent claim 40

does not recite "differential updates" as asserted by Examiner, but in fact, independent

claim 40 recites "dedicated differentia! update instructions " which comprises "differential

update instructions used to generate the updated data version" and "differential update

instructions used to repair the data that is inconsistent with the first data version." There

is a marked difference between sending "dean" or "modified" data , as discussed in Levi

and "dedicated differential update instructions" which comprises "differential update

instructions used to generate the updated data version" and "differentia! update

instructions used to repair the data that is inconsistent with the first data version."

Furthermore, even if Levi's "dean" or "modified" data could be analogized to the

claimed
"
instructions " (a point that Appellant does not concede), Appellant disagrees
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with Examiner's assertion that the claimed ianguage "does not necessariiy individualize

these components." Actually, the claimed language of claim 40 explicitly recites that the

claimed "dedicated differential update instructions" comprises "differential update

instructions used to generate the updated data version" and "differential update

instructions used to repair the data that is inconsistent with the first data version," which

are clearly two types of differential update instructions.

Thus, for at least these reasons, independent claim 40 are patentable over Levi

and Gary, taken alone or in any permissible combination. Appellant respectfully

requests that the rejection be reversed.
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CONCLUSION

The claims currently pending in the application are patentable over Levi and

Gary, and the Applicants request that the Examiner's rejection thereof be reversed and

the application be remanded for further prosecution.

Respectfully submitted,

/ Ronald S. Liu /

Ronald S. Liu

Registration No. 64,170

Ericsson Patent Counsel

Date: August 25, 2011

Ericsson Inc.

6300 Legacy Drive, M/S EVR1 C-11

Piano, Texas 75024

(972)583-8512
ronald.liu@ericsson.com
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CLAIMS APPENDIX

1.-21. (Canceled)

22. (Previously Presented) A method of differentially updating an image of

stored data in a mobile terminal from a first data version to an updated data version, the

method comprising the steps of:

detecting whether the image of stored data in a flash memory of the mobile

terminal includes one or more corrupted memory blocks having stored therein data that

is inconsistent with the first data version;

receiving dedicated differential update instructions, wherein

the dedicated differential update instructions comprise differential update

instructions used to generate the updated data version and differential update

instructions used to repair the data that is inconsistent with the first data version,

and

the dedicated differential update instructions are generated in response to

detecting the image of stored data in the flash memory of the mobile terminal

includes one or more corrupted memory blocks having stored therein data that is

inconsistent with the first data version; and

loading the dedicated differential update instructions into the flash memory of the

mobile terminal;

repairing, when generating the updated data version, any such detected

corrupted memory block; wherein the image of stored data in the flash memory is

updated in-place such that data of the first data version is reused and reorganized to

generate the updated data version.
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23. (Previously Presented) The method according to claim 22, further

comprising generating the differentia! update instructions based on information about

detected corrupted memory blocks, if any.

24. (Previously Presented) The method according to claim 23, wherein the

differentia! update instructions include update data and the step of generating the

updated data version further comprises the step of replacing data stored in

predetermined one or more memory blocks by the update data.

25. (Previously Presented) The method according to claim 24, wherein the

update data includes one or more repaired memory blocks of data consistent with the

updated data version, the one or more repaired memory blocks of data corresponding to

the detected one or more corrupted memory blocks of data, if any.

26. (Previously Presented) The method according to claim 23, wherein the

step of generating the differential update instructions further comprises the step of

generating instructions by the processor of the mobile terminal to cause the processor

of the mobile terminal to generate the updated data version from the image of the stored

data, excluding any detected one or more corrupted memory blocks from the differential

update instructions.

27. (Previously Presented) The method according to claim 23, wherein the

step of generating the differential update instructions is performed by a remote data

processing system.

28. (Previously Presented) The method according to claim 27, further

comprising the step of the mobile terminal and the remote data processing system

communicating via a wireless communications link.
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29. (Previously Presented) The method according to claim 28, further

comprising the step of the mobile terminal and the remote data processing system

communicating via an Internet Protocol.

30. (Previously Presented) The method according to claim 27, wherein the

step of detecting is performed by the mobiie terminal and the detecting further

comprises the step of transmitting information about the detected one or more corrupted

memory blocks from the mobile terminal to the remote data processing system.

31. (Previously Presented) The method according to claim 27, wherein the

method further comprises the step of transmitting information about the image of the

stored data from the mobile terminal to the remote data processing system and wherein

the step of detecting is performed by the remote data processing system from the

transmitted information.

32. (Previously Presented) The method according to claim 22, wherein the

step of detecting further comprises the steps of:

calculating a number of checksums by the processor of the mobile terminal,

wherein each checksum corresponds to a corresponding memory block of data stored

in the flash memory of the mobile terminal; and

comparing the caicuiated checksums with a number of reference checksums to

identify any corrupted memory block of data.

33. (Previously Presented) The method according to claim 32, wherein the

reference checksums are stored in the flash memory of the mobile terminal and further

comprising the step of performing the step of comparing by the mobile terminal.

34. (Previously Presented) The method according to claim 33, further

comprising the step of integrity protecting the reference checksums stored in the mobile

terminal by a message authentication code.
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35. (Previousiy Presented) The method according to claim 32, further

comprising the steps of:

storing the reference checksums on a remote data processing system wherein

the transmitted information comprises the calculated checksums; and

wherein the detecting step further comprises the step of comparing the

transmitted calculated checksums by the remote data processing system with the

number of reference checksums stored on the remote data processing system.

38. (Previousiy Presented) The method according to claim 32, wherein the

calculating step further comprises the step of calculating the checksums as a

cryptographically strong one-way hash function of the corresponding memory block of

the image of the stored data.

37. (Previously Presented) A mobile terminal comprising:

a flash memory for storing an image of data;

communications means adapted to receive from a data processing system

dedicated differential update instructions for updating the image of data stored in

the flash memory from a first data version to an updated data version;

processing means adapted to generate the updated data version from the image

of the stored data and from the received dedicated differential update instructions,

wherein the processing means is further adapted to:

generate information from the image of the stored data indicative of the

presence of one or more corrupted memory blocks having stored therein data

that is inconsistent with the first data version;

communicate the generated information via the communications means to

the data processing system for generating the dedicated differential update

instructions, wherein

the dedicated differential update instructions comprise differential

update instructions used to generate the updated data version and

differential update instructions used to repair the data that is inconsistent

with the first data version, and
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the dedicated differential update instructions are generated in

response to the data processing system receiving the information from the

image of stored data indicative of the presence of one or more corrupted

memory blocks having stored therein data that is inconsistent with the first

data version; and

repair any such detected corrupted memory block; wherein the image of

stored data in the flash memory is updated in-place such that data of the first

data version is reused and reorganized to generate the updated data version.

38. (Previously Presented) A data processing system for facilitating

differentially updating an image of stored data in a mobile terminal from a first data

version to an updated data version, the data processing system comprising:

means for loading dedicated differential update instructions into a flash memory

of the mobile terminal, the dedicated differentia! update instructions causing a processor

of the mobile terminal to generate the updated data version from the an image of stored

data and the loaded dedicated differential update instructions;

the data processing system further comprising:

means for receiving information from the mobile terminal indicative of the

presence of one or more corrupted memory blocks wherein the image of stored

data is inconsistent with the first data version: and

processing means adapted to generate the dedicated differential update

instructions from the first and updated data versions and from received

information, wherein

the dedicated differentia! update instructions comprise differential

update instructions used to generate the updated data version and

differential update instructions used to repair the data that is inconsistent

with the first data version, and

the dedicated differential update instructions are generated in

response to receiving information from the mobile terminal indicating that

the image of stored data in the flash memory includes one or more
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corrupted memory blocks having stored therein data that is inconsistent

with the first data version; and

wherein the differential update instructions used to repair the data that is

inconsistent with the first data version are adapted to cause the processor of the

mobile terminal to repair any such detected corrupted memory block; wherein the

image of stored data in the flash memory of the mobile terminal is updated in-

place such that data of the first data version is reused and reorganized to

generate the updated data version.

39. (Previously Presented) A computer program comprising program code

means embodied on a computer readable medium to be loaded into a flash memory

means and executed by a processor means and adapted to cause a mobile terminal to

differentially update an image of stored data in the flash memory of the mobile terminal

from a first data version to an updated data version by performing the following steps,

when the computer program is executed by the processor means on the mobile

terminal:

generating information from the image of stored data indicative of the presence

of one or more corrupted memory blocks having stored therein data that is inconsistent

with a first data version;

loading dedicated differential update instructions into the processor of the mobile

terminal, wherein

the dedicated differential update instructions comprise differential update

instructions used to generate the updated data version and differential update

instructions used to repair the data that is inconsistent with the first data version,

and

the dedicated differentia! update instructions are generated in response to

the information from the image of stored data indicative of the presence of one or

more corrupted memory blocks having stored therein data that is inconsistent

with the first data version; and

generating the updated data version by the processor of the mobile terminal from

the stored data and the loaded dedicated differential update instructions, including
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repairing any such detected corrupted memory biock; wherein the image of stored data

in the flash memory of the mobile terminal is updated in-p!ace such that data of the first

data version is reused and reorganized to generate the updated data version.

40. (Previously Presented) A computer program comprising program code

means embodied on a computer readable medium to be loaded into a memory means

and executed by a processor means and adapted to cause a data processing system to

facilitate differentially updating an image of stored data in a flash memory of a mobile

terminal from a first data version to an updated data version by performing the following

steps, when the computer program is executed by the processor on the data processing

system:

generating dedicated differential update instructions from the first and updated

data versions and from information received from the mobile terminal, wherein the

received information is indicative of the presence of one or more corrupted memory

blocks having stored therein data that is inconsistent with the first data version, wherein

the dedicated differentia! update instructions comprise differential update

instructions used to generate the updated data version and differential update

instructions used to repair the data that is inconsistent with the first data version,

and

the dedicated differentia! update instructions are generated in response to

receiving the received information; and

loading the generated dedicated differentia! update instructions into the flash

memory of the mobile terminal, the dedicated differentia! update instructions causing the

processor of the mobile terminal to generate the updated data version from the stored

data and the loaded dedicated differentia! update instructions, wherein the image of

stored data in the flash memory of the mobile terminal is updated in-place such that

data of the first data version is reused and reorganized to generate the updated data

version.

41. (Previously Presented) The mobile terminal according to claim 37, in

combination with a mobile communications network.
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42. (Previously Presented) The method according to claim 23, wherein the

step of generating the differential update instructions is performed by a processor of the

mobile terminal.
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EVIDENCE APPENDIX

None.
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RELATED PROCEEDINGS APPENDIX

None.
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